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MEMORANDUM FOR: THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Meeting with Mr. Ed Mullin, Intertel

EXTRACT

5. A CIA employee noted that Mr. Hare had been writing of the CIA employee's CIA affiliation. Mr. Robert Nafeau had advised Central Cover Staff that the CIA employee's assignment to under RAMA would not be feasible unless Mr. Hare were cut in. Mr. Mullin asked if Mr. Hare had been cleared by the Office of Security, and DD/PTOS answered that Mr. Hare's clearance was marginal because there was some question of Mr. Hare's integrity. However, the Office of Security did not believe there was sufficient reason to deny the clearance when such a denial would have aborted the cover assignment.

6. Mr. Mullin was also interested in a company called Radiarc in which RAMA and Mr. Hare had an interest. This company was set up to market a special Japanese floodlighting. Mr. Mullin asked if CIA had any involvement in that company. A CIA employee responded that the Agency's only connection with that enterprise was that a CIA employee had tried to sell some of the lights in Ecuador on behalf of RAMA. (A CIA employee had made a brief orientation visit to California in October 1969 to learn about these lights.)

/s/ CIA employee

CONCUR: /s/ DD/PTOS

5 April 1971